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III. The Eucharist in the Economy of Salvation 

1335 The miracles of the multiplication of the loaves, when the Lord says the blessing, 

breaks and distributes the loaves through his disciples to feed the multitude, prefigure the 

superabundance of this unique bread of his Eucharist.158 CCC 

 
Luke 22:19 

Then he took bread, and blessed and broke it, and gave it to them, saying, This is my body, 
given for you; do this for a commemoration of me. 

 

From the Book of Heaven 
 

V22 – Jul. 4, 1927 - “My daughter, just as in the Sacramental Host there are the 
little accidents of the bread, and your Jesus hides inside of them, alive and real—
and as many Jesuses for as many as are the hosts—in the same way, in the soul 
there are the accidents of the human will, not subject to being consumed like the 
accidents of My Sacramental Life, and therefore more fortunate and more solid.  
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And just as the Eucharistic Life multiplies in the hosts, so does My Divine Will 
multiply My Life in each act of the human will, that, more than accident, lends itself 
to the multiplication of My Life.   

“As you were making your will flow within Mine and wanted to give Me to 
each one, so was My Will forming My Life in yours, and from Its light It released My 
Life, giving Me to each one; and I—oh! how happy I felt that the little daughter of 
My Will was forming so many of My Lives in the accidents of her will, to give Me 
not only to animate creatures, but to all things created by Me.  So, as I was 
multiplying My Life, I felt I was constituting Myself the King of all:  King of the sun, 
of the sea, King of the flowers, of the stars, of the heavens—in sum, of everything.  
My daughter, one who lives in My Will possesses within herself the fount of the 
source of the Sacraments, and can multiply Me as much as she wants and in 
whatever way she wants.” 
 


